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New Updates to GPU Password Recovery Solutions

St.Petersburg, Russia (April 2013) – Passcovery Co. Ltd. 
announces the release of Accent ZIP Password Recovery, 4.4, as well 
as updates to its entire line of top-speed password recovery solutions 
that runs on AMD and NVIDIA graphics cards. Now all of the solutions  
support graphics cards with NVIDIA Kepler GK110 architecture 
(NVIDIA GeForce GTX Titan & Tesla K20/K20X ) and include a 
convenient Password Mutation Editor. Passcovery Co. Ltd. solutions 
are now also available with a Chinese language interface.

Passcovery  Co.  Ltd.,  the  supplier  of  lightning-fast  password  recovery 
solutions, has updated its line of solutions that run on NVIDIA and AMD graphics cards. Now all the  
solutions support NVIDIA GK110 architecture (GeForce GTX Titan и Tesla K20/K20X graphics cards).

In addition to support for these new, powerful NVIDIA graphics cards, all of the solutions also feature a  
new Password Mutation Editor that makes customized dictionary attacks easier than ever.

The GPU password recovery line includes the following products:

 Accent  OFFICE  Password  Recovery for  Microsoft  Office  2007-2013  documents  and  files 
created in all versions of OpenOffice

 Accent RAR Password Recovery for RAR 3.x archives created using WinRar 2.90 or higher

 Accent ZIP Password Recovery for Zip archives with both classic and WinZip AES encryption

GPU Password Recovery

A password recovery solution that supports a wide range of graphics cards is always the best choice.  

The  benefits  of  GPU  computing  for  heavy tasks  like  password recovery  are  immediately  apparent:  
speeds  are  significantly  higher  than  what  even  the  best  CPU  can  deliver.  Top  graphics  cards  like 
GeForce GTX Titan or Radeon HD7970 can run password recovery tasks dozens of times faster than an 
average CPU.

The entire updated line of  Accent Password Recovery solutions runs on AMD and NVIDIA graphics 
cards.

Password Mutation Editor

Accent  ZIP  Password  Recovery  and  all  the  other  solutions  now  feature  an  easy-to-use  Password 
Mutation Editor that immediately displays how password rules the user develops will perform during a 
dictionary attack.

The editor’s clear visualization makes it easier to use the built-in macrolanguage to create customized 
rules and take dictionary attacks to a totally new level.

About Accent OFFICE Password Recovery



Accent  OFFICE  Password  Recovery  supports  all  versions  of  Microsoft  Excel/Word  (2-2013),  some 
Microsoft Access/PowerPoint and all versions of OpenOffice.  The software cracks multiple types of 
protection,  including  passwords  to  open,  passwords  to  modify,  VBA  passwords  and  worksheet 
passwords.  Accent  OFFICE  Password  Recovery  can  recover  or  delete  certain  types  of  passwords 
instantly, and it recovers all the rest at top speeds. The software supports GPU computing on AMD and 
NVIDIA graphics cards for Microsoft Office 2007-2013 and all OpenOffice files.

About Accent RAR Password Recovery

Accent RAR Password Recovery provides high-speed recovery of RAR archive passwords using AMD 
and NVIDIA graphics cards. The software supports the RAR 3.x format used by WinRar 2.90 and higher.

About Accent ZIP Password Recovery

Accent ZIP Password Recovery recovers passwords to open Zip archives protected by both classic and 
WinZip  AES  encryption.  The  software  runs  on  AMD  and  NVIDIA  graphics  cards  for  accelerated 
password recovery.

About Company

Passcovery Co. Ltd. is a provider of high-speed, professional software solutions for password 
recovery, which also support GPU acceleration on AMD and NVIDIA video cards. The earliest 
versions  of  these  software  products  were  released  in  1999.  Now  the  applications  are  
successfully  used  by  governmental  bodies,  investigation  agencies,  corporations,  private 
businesses, and home users all over the world. 

Company Homepage: passcovery.com

AccentOPR Homepage: passwordrecoverytools.com/office-password.asp 
AccentRPR Homepage: passwordrecoverytools.com/rar-password.asp 
AccentZPR Homepage: passwordrecoverytools.com/zip-password.asp 

EDITORS:  The  Passcovery  Co.  Ltd.  has  free  review copies,  special  offers  and  additional  
materials on any of our products waiting for you! 
Contact our manager Olga Gladysh: www.accentsoft.com/helpdesk 

http://www.passcovery.com/
http://www.accentsoft.com/helpdesk
http://passwordrecoverytools.com/zip-password.asp
http://passwordrecoverytools.com/rar-password.asp
http://passwordrecoverytools.com/office-password.asp
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